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Quarterly 
General Meeting 

Wednesday, September 13, 2017 From the Director: Summer is over and it is over for the ‘Home Days’ or ‘Community Days’. I would like to thank everybody  who organized  and sta"ed the Quad City CERT booth during these events. This summer event raised  $400.00 for our organiza*on.  The winner of the computer was Steve Peine. From the Director: Summer is over and it is over for the ‘Home Days’ or ‘Community Days’. I would like to thank everybody  who organized  and sta"ed the Quad City CERT booth during these events. This summer event raised  $400.00 for our organiza*on.  The winner of the computer was Steve Peine. From the Director: Summer is over and it is over for the ‘Home Days’ or ‘Community Days’. I would like to thank everybody  who organized  and sta"ed the Quad City CERT booth during these events. This summer event raised  $400.00 for our organiza*on.  The winner of the computer was Steve Peine. 
The next general meeting will be:   

December 12, 2017 

Please mark your calendars 

 

Note to volunteers 

We are asking all Quad City volunteers to see if your 

employer will donate to Quad City CERT based on the 

volunteer hours you perform annually.  This would 

greatly benefit Quad City.  Quad City CERT is a 501c3 

organization. 

 

   

  From the Director: 

 Summer is over and it is over for “Home 

Days” or “Community Days.”  I would like to thank 

everybody who organized and staffed the Quad City 

CERT booth during these events.  These summer 

events raised $400.00 for our organization.  The 

winner of the computer was Steve Peine.   
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Important Contact Numbers 

All Four Cities of CERT 

 

 

 

From the Director: 

Time has flown by this year. Already it is the end of summer. The kids have started 

school, Browns are getting ready to start their season and the Indians are gearing up 

to play in the post-season.  

Along with all of the anticipation comes the change of season, fall colors and the 

raking of the leaves. With this change come cooler weather and the time to turn on 

the furnace. With this event, we must prepare. 

We’ve been enjoying some beautiful weather here in Cleveland, but you know that’s 

not going to last for long. Soon, you’ll be turning on your furnace as the temps take a 

chill. Your heating system has been off for months, so it’s best to get it inspected 

before you flip the switch to ‘on’. 

Here are steps you should take before you turn your furnace on for the season. You’ll 

more likely be able to identify problems you need to get fixed and call your furnace 

guy before it gets really cold outside and a quick fix becomes an emergency. 

 Below are ten things to consider before turning on your furnace: 

 1. Give it a general look over – Give your furnace a thorough inspection. The system 

should not have any combustion residue and black soot. Look at the duct work for 

loose connections and gaps at branching points and between sections. 

 2. Make sure it has proper clearance – Don’t clutter your furnace. Clear away items 

from around the base and sides of the unit; never put anything where it could obstruct 

airflow to the unit. Don’t put anything that’s combustible near the furnace. 

CONTACT NUMBERS 
FIRE 

Non-Emergency 

POLICE 

 Non-Emergency 

Brooklyn Hts. 351-3542 741-1327 

Independence 524-4001 524-1234 

Seven Hills 524-3321 524-3911 

Valley View 524-6469 524-9687 
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 3. Clean the furnace – Clean the outside areas of the unit with a vacuum and a brush 

attachment. Remove residue from the pilot light port and burners but do so carefully 

so you avoid damaging or jarring the components. Never stick the cleaning parts into 

the body of the furnace. 

 4. Replace the air filter – If your furnace has a disposable air filter, swap it out with a 

new one. You can find the size of the filter printed on the furnace or refer to your 

owner’s manual. If your air handler or furnace uses a reusable filter, remove the build-

up with a vacuum, but use care to not damage the unit. 

 5. Inspect the blower belt – If your furnace has a blower with a belt, look at the belt 

for cracks and overall wear and tear. The belt should depress slightly when you push 

down on it with light pressure. If your belt needs attention, call your repair guy 

6. Flush out the drain line – When a system is on, high efficiency furnaces can drain 
as many as two gallons of water a day, which can cause residue to collect in the drain 
hose. Take out the hose and fill it with a solution of 25% bleach and 75% water, let it 
stand and then flush the hose after a couple of minutes. If you’re unsure of how to do 
this, get help with it so you don’t cause any unnecessary damage to your drain line. 

 
Keep your home warm and secure this winter by getting your heating system checked 

out now.  

7. Inspect airflow to the room – The spaces in your home located the farthest from 
the unit may feel colder than the areas closest to the furnace. You can pick up the 
registers in these rooms out of their place and vacuum out the ducts to clear away 
any debris, which is likely to be there if you haven’t cleaned this space in a while. 
Reach as far as you can into the ducts with a clean cloth to wipe them down.  

8. Test your safety detectors – This is one of the easiest things to do on this list by 
yourself. Replace the batteries in the carbon monoxide and smoke detectors in your 
home. Test the devices to make sure that they work properly and that you have 
enough of them in your home based on your house’s size. 

9. Inspect the furnace exhaust and chimney/vent – Make sure to look for any debris 
in your vents. Whether your furnace vents out the side wall of your home or through a 
chimney, inspect it to make sure it is free of build-up or other obstructions. If your unit 
vents up the exhaust flue of a chimney, anything small enough could have blown 
through the opening and will cause a back up of air. 

10. Get a professional inspection! – The potential to damage your heating system is 
high if you aren’t familiar with furnaces or how to maintain them. Most homeowners 
don’t know exactly what to look for or how bad a problem could potentially be. That’s 
why it’s so important to get a professional HVAC technician to inspect your heating 
system so you can avoid any problems that you can unintentionally create or not 
know to identify as an issue. Avoid an emergency call when the heating goes dead. 

http://www.americanweathermakers.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2014/09/bigstock-House-Energy-Efficiency-Concep-54289625.jpg
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What else is on that to do list? 

If you have a fireplace or wood burning stove: 

Tips on Preventing Potential Hazards from Wood Burners 

  

Wood-burning fireplaces, as efficient and beautiful as they are, have some safety risks 

that homeowners should be aware of when operating these gorgeous heating 

appliances. An understanding of safety should be a priority, to avoid hazardous fires 

caused by wood burners. Statistics show that fires caused by wood-burning 

appliances in the U.S. are associated with approximately 2,500 injuries and 280 

deaths annually. The following tips can help you to ensure the safe operation of your 

wood-burning appliance. 

Common Wood Burner Hazards 

It is essential that wood-burning appliances be properly installed, maintained, and 

operated, to avoid a dangerous, out-of-control house fire. The following are among 

the leading causes of fires associated with wood-burning: 

 Chimney obstructions cause many fires every year. It is dangerous to light a fire in 
a fireplace or wood stove without knowing whether the chimney has been properly 
maintained and is clear of blockage. 

 An excess buildup of creosote is among the causes of chimney obstructions, but 

that isn’t the only reason to keep your chimney clean. Creosote is highly 

flammable. A spark from the fire could ignite the creosote in your chimney lining 

and cause a hazardous chimney fire. Chimney fires are intense blazes that can 

quickly spread to the house, sometimes leaving the occupants insufficient time to 

safely escape. 

 When a wood burner is not installed with proper clearance from combustible 

materials, such as the floor, walls, furniture, and ceilings, the result can be a 

dangerous fire. 

https://www.unitedfireplaceandstove.com/six-steps-to-fireplace-safety/
https://www.unitedfireplaceandstove.com/six-steps-to-fireplace-safety/
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 The chimney is either incorrectly installed or improperly maintained. 

 The appliance is not installed, maintained, or operated according to instructions 

provided by the manufacturer. 

More About Clearances 

Some insurance companies will not cover fires caused by wood burning appliances if 

they are not professionally installed. Proper installation can help to ensure safe use 

and optimal performance of a wood-burning appliance. One of the most important 

aspects of installation is clearance. The following are some general guidelines about 

clearance, though it is always important to follow manufacturer’s instructions: 

There should be a minimum clearance of 36 inches between walls and wood burners. 

Noncombustible materials are susceptible to catching fire if they are not protected 

from the penetrating heat of a wood-burning appliance. Please note: Do not use 

aluminum foil, brick veneer, or sheet metal for the purpose of shielding your wall and 

reducing clearance. These materials do not prevent combustibles from igniting. 

Wood Stove Safety Tips 

The following are helpful tips for avoiding fires caused by your beautiful wood-burning 

appliance: 

 Have a professional install your wood-burning appliance, particularly for the 

purpose of being sure the clearance between the stove and combustibles is 

adequate. 

 Wood stoves should always be placed on a fire-resistant, noncombustible base. 

 Have a professional inspect your chimney annually. 

 Burn only wood that has been properly dried or seasoned. 

 Safely dispose of ashes.  A mental container not be placed on a combustible 

surface, or for instance, on the back porch.  Place the ashes away from the home 

to give them adequate time to completely cool.  

 If possible, avoid extending a stove pipe through a ceiling or wall. 

 If possible, vent your wood stove through a fireplace chimney. 

 Do not connect a wood stove to a chimney that is being used for another purpose, 

such as for another appliance. 

 Never start a fire with flammable liquids. 

 Do not burn trash in a wood stove because the result could be a chimney fire. 

 Do not allow the fire in a wood stove to burn overnight. 

 

 

FIREPLACES 
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Ten tips for maintaining a woodburning fireplace 

There can be many advantages to using a wood burning fireplace. Among other 

things, it can save money on heating costs and supplement your main source of heat.  

    

 

When bitter cold winter winds blow outside, nothing beats the warm crackle and 

glow of a wood fire in a fireplace inside. Maintaining your fireplace regularly will 

ensure that it operates in the safest, most efficient manner possible. 

 

 

Safety First 

If improperly installed, operated, or maintained, wood burning fireplaces are potential 

sources of house fires. Embers popping out of an unscreened fire or chimney fires 

from creosote build-up are just two of the hazards that can be avoided with proper 

use and care. Wood burning fireplaces can also negatively affect indoor air quality. 

According to Burn Wise, a program of the US Environmental Protection Agency, 

“Smoke may smell good, but it’s not good for you.” Any smoke escaping from the 

firebox into the room means the fireplace isn’t operating properly. Also, since fires 

consume a large volume of air as they burn, it’s possible to create negative pressure in 

the home as air from outside is drawn indoors to replace the air consumed by the fire. 

If that “make-up” air is drawn back in through the flues of gas- or oil-burning furnaces 

and water heaters, it can also draw deadly flue gases, like carbon monoxide, back into 

the home. This is called “backdrafting” and is one reason all homes should be 

outfitted with working, well-maintained smoke and carbon monoxide alarms. 
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Ashley Eldridge, a veteran chimney sweep and director of education at the Chimney 

Safety Institute of America (CSIA) says, “Safety is the best reason to have a 

professional chimney sweep inspect, clean, and test any fireplace when you move into 

a home. While it is possible for homeowners to clean and maintain their own 

fireplaces and chimneys, it’s unlikely that they possess the requisite knowledge or 

experience to spot all potential problems during an inspection.” 

A masonry fireplace’s firebox is built with special, heat-resistant firebrick, and the 
interior of the chimney is lined with heat-resistant, square clay tubes, called “tiles.” 
The visible parts of the chimney, hearth, and fireplace are typically made of non-
combustible materials like standard brick, stone, or tile. The chimney is sometimes 
capped with a metal or stone slab to keep rain and snow out, as well as screen to 
keep birds and animals out of the chimney. Eldridge says the screens serve another 
use, too: “The screen also acts as a spark arrester, containing any embers which 
happen to make it all the way up the chimney to the top.”   

 

Sherri James 

A small, cast-iron door, called a damper, is installed just over the fire, leading to the 
chimney, and is operated by an attached handle. It is closed while the fireplace is not 
in use and opened when a fire is lit. It can also be used to control how much air flows 
through the firebox to feed the fire, which helps regulate how intensely the fire burns. 
It’s common for fireplaces to have a screen or mesh guard, which keeps embers from 
popping into the room when a fire is burning. Sometimes fireplaces have glass doors, 
which should be left open when the fire is burning, but which can be closed when the 
fire is reduced to embers or when there is no fire burning, to reduce unwanted airflow 
up the chimney. 

CSIA’s Eldridge says, “Generally speaking, an open fireplace is not an efficient space 
heater, due to the fact that the chimney draws not only the hot combustion gases up 
and out of the home, but conditioned air from the home as well.” Much make-up air is 
frigid air drawn in through cracks and gaps in the home, making the house feel cold 
and drafty. Installing a pipe between the outdoors and the fireplace to bring in make-
up air directly avoids both the discomfort of air-infiltration through cracks and gaps 
and the potential danger of backdrafting due to insufficient available combustion air. 

Fireplaces can be made somewhat safer and more efficient by installing glass doors. 
This adds a layer of protection while also more carefully controlling airflow to the fire. 
However, even a fireplace with glass doors has fairly poor heating efficiency. Installing 
a high-efficiency, EPA approved, metal fireplace insert makes the fireplace behave 
more like a woodstove. This way, a fireplace can be converted to become a cleaner, 
more efficient source of heat than a traditional fireplace and can save the homeowner 
money on heating bills. 

 

A chimney cap keeps rain, snow, 

birds, and animals from entering 

the chimney.   
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Maintaining Your Wood-Burning Fireplace 

Remove ash from the firebox either via the ash dump or straight from the firebox once 
the fire is completely out and the ashes are cold. The ash can be sprinkled on flower 
beds as a good source of plant nutrients. 

Sweeping the chimney and performing an annual inspection is the most important 
part of maintaining your fireplace and chimney. Over time, the chimney can become 
coated with soot and creosote, which are byproducts of fires that aren’t burning 
efficiently. Once the coating builds up enough, it can potentially catch fire in what is 
known as a dangerous “chimney fire.” Eldridge explains why a chimney fire can be so 
destructive: “While the firebox is built with firebrick and intended for direct contact 
with fire, everything above the damper is designed to withstand only hot smoke and 
gases from the fire, not fire itself, so a chimney fire can cause serious damage.” The 
chimney should be swept when creosote build-up is 1/8-inch or more and at the end 
of the season. The sweeping should be done before summer, because humidity in the 
air can combine with creosote to form acids which can damage masonry and result in 
strong odors.  

When the chimney is cleaned, a drop cloth is laid down on the hearth and into the 
room. A respirator is worn to protect the sweep from breathing the soot and creosote 
dust, which can be harmful to their health. Then metal or plastic chimney brushes and 
tools are used, along with a vacuum system, to brush the soot and creosote off of the 
interior walls of the chimney and the damper ledge. The chimney cap is also inspected 
and cleaned of creosote. Occasionally, a chemical cleaner may be used. 

At the same time the chimney and fireplace are cleaned, they’re inspected to be sure 
there are no serious cracks in the firebox, chimney or liner, no loose or missing bricks 
or mortar, that the damper is positioned and working correctly, that the chimney cap 
is in good repair, and that the chimney is structurally sound. 

Tips for keeping your fireplace well maintained 

 Install smoke and carbon monoxide alarms and keep them in working order. 

 Keep combustible materials like carpets, drapes and furniture away from the 
fireplace when a fire is burning. A guard in front of the fireplace will help keep 
children and pets from harm. Be sure there are no combustibles within 12 
inches above the lintel (the metal plate at the top of the fireplace opening), 
including things like a wooden mantel. 

 Clean ash from the fireplace whenever it reaches the bottom of the grate, 
where it can impede airflow (an inch of ash in the fireplace will actually make 
it easier to maintain a fire). Wear a dust mask and gloves for safety. 

 Have your wood-burning fireplace and chimney cleaned and inspected by a 
certified sweep at least once a year, at the end of the burning season, or more 
often if you notice creosote and soot build-up over 1/8-inch on the inside of 
the chimney. The Chimney Safety Institute of America, a nonprofit formed in 
1983, lists almost 1,500 chimney professionals in 49 states that actively carry 
the Certified Chimney Sweep credential. 

 Test out the function of your fireplace by lighting a few small pieces of 
seasoned wood, lit from the top down. If smoke doesn’t exit vertically from the 
fireplace into the chimney, but enters the room, immediately troubleshoot and 
correct any problems. These can include creosote/soot build-up, other debris in 
the chimney like bird or animal nests, a damper that is closed or partially 
closed, or wet wood that isn’t burning well. 
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 Burn only seasoned, not “green,” wood. Seasoned wood is wood that has been 
cut and dried under cover for at least 6-12 months, registering less than 20% 
moisture with a meter. Split wood dries more thoroughly and burns better 
than whole logs. Well-seasoned wood makes a sharp ringing sound when two 
logs are knocked together, while green wood makes a dull thud. Green wood 
will not burn as thoroughly, creating more soot and creosote. 

 Burn hardwoods, not soft woods. Hardwoods like oak, ash and maple are 
denser and heavier, delivering more heat than lighter softwoods like pine, 
poplar and cedar. 

 

 

Upcoming QUAD CITY CERT class! 
 

Training Class: September 6, 2017 – October 
25, 2017 

Class size is limited! 

Please join our QUAD CITY Community Emergency Response 
Team 

You Can't Predict...But You Can Prepare, 

The QUAD CITY Community Emergency Response Team 

(CERT) is a training program that allows civilians and government 

employees to take the necessary steps in an emergency to save 

lives.  The QUAD CITY CERT team consists of the communities of 

Brooklyn Heights, Independence, Seven Hills and Valley View but is 

open to everyone. 

 

During an emergency situation, our first responders, who provide 

fire and medical services, may not be able to meet the demand for 
these services.  Overwhelming number of victims, phone service 

disrupted and streets blocked will prevent people from accessing 

Emergency Services. We will have to rely on each other for help in 

order to meet immediate lifesaving and life sustaining needs. Our 

CERT volunteers can assist others following these events. 

 

CERTs are not intended to replace a community's response 

capability, but rather, to serve as an important supplement to it 

during emergencies when response capabilities are spread thin. 

The training program is an all risk, all-hazard training; hands-on and 

realistic. This valuable course is designed to help you protect 

yourself, your family, your neighbors and your neighborhood in an 
emergency situation.  

CERT training is provided free of charge to anyone 14 or over. (Ages 

14 to 17 will be required to have parental consent). 24 hours of 

service credit will be given to students.  CERT members receive 24 

hours (one day a week for 8 weeks) training.  
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Training Topics 

#1 - Introduction, Disaster Awareness 

 

#2 - Fire Safety  

#3 - Disaster Medical Operations (Session 1) 

 

#4 - Disaster Medical Operations (Session 2)  

#5 - Light Search & Rescue Operations 

 

#6 - Team Organization  

 

#7 – Disaster Psychology & Terrorism 

#8 – Review and Graduation  

To register:  Please email Mary Benedek at kedenebm@hotmail.com 

 

 

 

Please notify Mary Benedek if you know of anyone interested 
in joining CERT so that we can get them signed up. 

 

 

 

 

mailto:kedenebm@hotmail.com
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ATTENTION QUAD CITY CERT!! 

 

 

QUAD City CERT will be holding a MIC/POD exercise on Sept. 21st at the 

Independence Middle School (7-8:30pm).      As you know Mass Inoculations 

Centers (MIC) and Point of Dispensing sites (POD) are a key element during a public 

health emergency.   They allow use to distribute needed medications to our 

communities quickly.   

  

I am request your participation and assistance in helping make this a successful 

exercise.    There are two ways you can help out.        First, if you would like to help us 

plan and run the exercise, we are having a planning meeting on Sept. 11th, 6pm at 

the Independence Fire Dept.     We will go over the setup and areas where we need 

help.    The second way you can help is to just show up on the night of the event 

(Sept. 21st 7pm).     Just walking through the MIC/POD setup will help you have a 

better understanding of how it works.   Our instructor will get you up to speed on 

each station in the MIC/POD.    It will be a great learning experience. 

  

I hope you can help and I look forward to seeing you there. 

 

 




